
email: malaysiaguppyclub@gmail.com fb: www.fb.com/mgcclub

web: www.myguppy.net fax: 04-3972857

Official form
SHOW NAME:

NAME
I/C
CONTACT PHONE
ADDRESS

EMAIL

GUPPY CLUB MEMBER NO:

CLASS STRAIN NAME ENTRY QTY ENTRY FEE TOTAL

AMOUNT:

1. Participants must submit completed form and full payment on or before Closing Date.    

2. Judges  are not allowed to join the fish competition. 

3. The organizer reserves the right to cancel, re-categorize any category in case of insufficient 

entries in such particular categories. Participants will be notified accordingly. 

4. All foreign competition fish will be auctioned to the public after the competition. 

5. The organizer shall not be held responsible for the loss or mortality of fish or breakage of 

any equipment due to natural causes or any unforeseen circumstances. 

6. Once the fish are accepted and displayed at the exhibition, participants are not allowed to 

remove any fish from the tanks unless prior approval has been obtained from the organizer. 

All registered competition fish cannot be replaced.

7. Entry fees are non-refundable. 

8. Prize winners will be notified by email or phone. 

9. In the event that the competition is postponed, shortened or extended due to any cause 

whatsoever beyond the control of the organizer, the organizer shall not be held responsible 

for any loss sustained by the participant, directly, or indirectly, attributed to the elements of 

nature, force majeure or orders and directives imposed by any government authority. 

10. The fish will be disqualified immediately if any of the following is observed by the 

organizers and judges: Deformed Body , Damaged Fins, Injured Body, Unhealthy Looking Fish, 

Entry of fish in the wrong class, Colored medication or dyes, and Late Entries. 

13. Judges’ decisions are final. If there is any disagreement against the result, a written letter 

shall be submitted to the organizer within 12 hours after the results are announced.  

I have read and shall abide by the Rules and Regulations set by the organizers.  

Signature over printed name 

MALAYSIA GUPPY CLUB

SHOW ENTRY FORM


